
THE LEADING ALL-IN-ONE
CHILDCARE SOFTWARE



OPTIMISE YOUR
CENTRE

GROW YOUR BUSINESS

With our easy to use all-in-one tool, you

will manage your entire business,

providing you more efficiency to expand

your business.

SAVE TIME FOR WHAT'S

IMPORTANT

We automate your business so you can

focus on what is important—the little

ones in your care!

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS

Engage with your parents and

employees on a new level with

Kangarootime’s connectivity.
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Manage and grow your business.

Automate your revenue cycle.

We automated the revenue cycle freeing up time in

your busy schedule. We also collect fees for you with

our automated billing statements, ensuring that there

are no surprises.

Register your families digitally.

Manage your waitlist form enquiry to enrolment via

our sophisticated software, keeping all your data in

one place. Our enrolment forms are also

customisable.

Manage your business

efficiently and safely.

Receive reminders, medical alerts and an extra layer

of encryption to every message, Kangarootime

brings another level of protection to our users.

Monitor the health of

your centres.

Our dashboard provides a powerful reporting tool for

attendance, finance and enrolment leads to help you

monitor the health of your business.
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Efficiently manage subsidy payments

+ contracts.

Accurately automate subsidy billing +

invoices.

This flexible tool is automated and takes into account

important factors, including subsidy and funding.

Manage subsidy children's attendance.

Tracking attendance to ensure accurate

reimbursement is made simple with Kangarootime.

Administrators can save 3-4 hours per week just on

tracking attendance.

Avoid gaps in care with contract expiration

reminders.

Our subsidy billing tool reminds administrators when

ACCS/ISS contracts expire, avoiding gaps in care for

families and loss of revenue for your centre.

Avoid revenue loss.

Gain deep insight within your business, helping you

avoid unnecessary revenue loss from subsidy

payments and allowing you to accurately financially

forecast for your centre.

 CENTRES



Dashboards

A birds-eye view of your subsidy payments, due dates,

and contracts expiring. Effectively monitor the health of

your business with data and insights.

Reimbursements

Automate the calculation of partial or zero

reimbursements based on attendance and absent-day

tracking. Project the amount and size of CCS/ACCS/ISS

payments in real-time to help assess your centre's

cashflow.

Billing Plans

Build custom billing plans for your centre tailored to your

business processes.

Attendance

Digitally track the attendance of children who use

subsidy payments as it impacts their fees. Track children

who are at risk of losing subsidy due to reaching absent

day limit.

 CENTRES
Subsidy Payment Features

Easily manage your class ratios and

children’s needs.

Our rooming module allows directors and teachers to

easily monitor class ratios, locate each child and

identify special needs like allergies.

Empower your employees with digitised

daily logs.

Capturing daily activities is no longer a challenge with

Kangarootime’s point of care feature. It allows

educators in the class to update parents.

Create efficiency in your classes
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Parent Messaging

Broadcast Messaging

Photo Gallery/Photo Notes

Ratio Management

Subsidy Payment

Contract Management

CWA

End of Care Tracking

Casual Bookings

Customisable Enrolment Forms

Accrual Accounting

Allergy Tracking

Attendance Log

Automated Billing

Automatic Payment Processing

Bus Rosters

Child Daily Notes/Reports

Cloud Based Platform 

Data Analytics Dashboard

Document Management

Employee Management

Employee Scheduling

Time Logs

Enterprise Compatibility

Financial Forecasting & Reporting

Immunisation Tracking

Partnership with Kinderloop and 1Place

Lead Management

Touchless Sign In

Ratio Management

Staff Permissions

API Capability

Meal Tracking

Mobile App for Parents

 CENTRES
Centre Features
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 PARENTS

Connect with their little one’s care

during the day

KT Connect also integrates with our Point of Care

app. Guardians can stay up-to-date with their child’s

daily care. See photos and notes in real time when

their little one meets a developmental milestone,

enjoys a meal or snack, takes a nap, and learns

something new!

Manage accounts on the go

Families can make payments, add payment

methods, monitor direct debits and view their

payment history all at their finger tips.

Fast and easy sign ins

Guardians can simply open up KT Connect on their

phone, select the Check In/Out tile, and scan the QR

code located on the Kiosk to sign their child in for the

day! Children can be signed out of care the same way.

One less password to remember

Guardians can use their email or phone number to

receive a verification code to access their profile,

that's one less password to remember!

View upcoming sessions, mark

absences and make casual bookings

Families can view their child's upcoming sessions as

well as mark absences without the need for a phone

call or email. Increase parent satisfaction by offering

the flexibility to book additional childcare days.
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Watch your little one grow



Activity & Photo Feed

Check Child In/Out

Manage Payment Methods

Messages To & From Centre

Multiple Family Member Access

Online Payments

Partial Payments & Prepayments

Photo Gallery Push Notifications

Real-time Access to Daily Notes

Secure Account Portal

Casual Bookings

Marking Absences

Electronic Sign In/Sign Out

Parent Features

 PARENTS
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See Kangarootime's Software in

Action.

Do you think Kangarootime may be a good fit for your centres?

Schedule a software demo with one of our customer relations

executives today.

Visit kangarootime.com.au to get started today!

SCHEDULE 
A DEMO

Renee

Thistlethwaite

Shantel

Cohen

Aisha

Grewal
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https://www.kangarootime.com.au/contact

